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Today’s TV With Sharon
Lougher & Larushka Ivan-Zadeh
Pick Of The Day Hot In Cleveland Sky
Living, 8.30pm
This loud, inoffensive sitcom, filmed in front of
an irritatingly hysterical live studio audience, feels
a bit dated but it is at least mildly amusing. Frasier’s
resident Brit, Jane Leeves, stars as one of a trio of
vapid, past-their-prime entertainment industry
veterans (all women, natch), brought back down to
earth when their LA plane to Paris gets diverted to
Cleveland – a place where ‘everyone eats and no
one’s ashamed’.
SL

True Stories: War Child More4, 10pm
The human cost of war is brought into sharp focus
in this haunting documentary from Bafta Awardwinner Jezza Neumann. There’s no voice-over,
just Palestinian children describing the horror of
Operation Cast Lead, Israel’s 2008/9 assault on
Gaza. One boy who saw his father and brother shot
dead in front of him says: ‘I have started to hate
everyone: in the past, I used to love people.’ Yet another
young life blighted by sadness and anger.
SL

Hot In Cleveland, Sky Living, 8.30pm

Nuns Aloud BBC1, 11.20pm
In 2008 Decca scored a hit record with a group of
Austrian monks singing Gregorian chants. Can
lightning strike twice, with a selection of nuns?
Record executives Oliver Harrop and Tom Lewis
scour the globe for the most heavenly nun voices –
but when they find them, they also have to persuade
their owners to swap solitude for a media frenzy. SL

Film Of The Day The War Of The Roses
Film4, 9pm
Don’t be misled by the title, this is not some dusty
old English historical drama. In this wickedly funny
black comedy the Roses are Michael Douglas and
Kathleen Turner, a warring married couple each
determined not to give an inch, or an ornament, when
it comes to divorce settlement – as their flabbergasted
lawyer (Danny DeVito) witnesses.
LI-Z
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